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The definitive text on hair fashions through the ages is back. The first to attempt a thorough
historical survey of men's and women's hair styles through the age range, from Ancient Egypt
through Greece, Egypt, Rome, and Anglo-Saxon times to recent trends popular, this  This revised
edition has 16 brand-new pages by style historian Caroline Cox to provide hair fashions up for
this day.publication is now an important work of reference.those thinking about the changing
fashions in hair. Drawing on many years of analysis by the writer, this is an essential handbook
for theatrical designers, hair artists, illustrators, and beauty consultants as well
as and Guaranteed to entertain and educate the general reader in addition to historians of
fashion, this is actually the perfect Fashions in Make-Up companion piece to both  Fashions In
Eyeglasses.
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Worth every penny Okay, it’s expensive.. The photos, such as both male and denial hair styles (in
abundance).!. I know I will use this book often throughout my career! but don’t get twisted. The
photos were very small and were only drawings - as many as 20-25 per page. We use it for
reference foot a characters look in the opera. this is an incredible reference!! and they use
drawing instead of pictures. The text that introduces each section is definitely filled with amazing
background.. This book isn't a how-to reserve, but even more of an encyclopedia of hair. What I
really like most about book is it puts names to styles (and iconic people of each period period),
which allows me to accomplish further study beyond the book. The Best! A must for anybody
doing stage productions.!.. Plenty of done well drawings with both front and rear views.! Five
Stars Perfection!. and that's why it costs what it does. The truth is- it's worthwhile:As a "quick
reference" it's faster, easier, even more specific, plus much more dependable than searching the
web (and that's saying a LOT).. As a Design and Production main with Wig and Makeup as her
major she's found this book to be a necessity for making sure the hair reflects the period in
which the production is based.While, as an "in-depth reference" it's also a great resource- with
articles explaining the history -and significance- of developments in Men's AND Women's
hairstyles.Note: This book is certainly amazing for historical research and inspiration -however- It
does NOT claim to teach you HOW to recreate these hairstyles... you have to do that by yourself!
Originally I was skeptical, but once I got the publication in my hands, I was changed! It really is
nice Amazon is so easy to work with on returns, I received my credit instantly.. A "will need to
have" for anybody who functions in film or theater and must understand what the varieties of
the time are! Love this book Love this reserve!. My only complaint will be that I want it had a few
actual photographs. Do yourself a favor and spend the money to buy this book. This book is
Outstanding at length &..Varieties of Each Century .Varieties of Each Century. Amazing As a
hairdresser I look for this book nothing short of fascinating. Film Sector. It is known as the HAIR
BIBLE in the Theatre & Shipped fast and well packaged. This book is Outstanding in Detail &.
There's nothing else like it. THE book to buy. Fashions In Hair This is a wonderfull book that
details hair fashions for days gone by five thousand years. I'd consider this one of the best
reference books I’ve come across. If you are a hair-designer (or a costumer) for the theatre, this
is an invaluable resource. For the stage hair stylist this book will be the one you turn to over and
over again.. Not what was expected The book is dated and I didn't see how a current hair stylist
would get use from it or much enjoyment searching at the pictures.. It was purchased as
something special for a stylist but after viewing it I realized it would not suffice. My daughter
attends the UNC College of the Arts and this has been invaluable for her. Essential book This
book is the bible for hairdressers and wigmakers. It's essential if you're in it or theatre business.
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